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Satellite (sat) RNAs are parasitic sub-viral RNA replicons found associated with certain positive-strand RNA viruses. Typical sat RNAs,
such as those associated with members of the genus Tombusvirus, share little or no sequence identity with their helper virus genomes. Here,
we have investigated a tombusvirus sat RNA and determined that it contains two functionally-relevant higher-order RNA domains, a T-
shaped domain and a downstream domain, that are similar to elements shown previously to be present in the 5V untranslated regions (UTRs)
of tombusvirus genomes. Although the two sat RNA domains showed only limited sequence identity with their viral counterparts, they were
able to adopt comparably-folded RNA secondary structures. Interestingly, the relative spacing between the domains in the viral and satellite
contexts was notably different. In the viral 5V UTR, the two domains are adjacent and separated by a small hairpin, however, in the sat RNA
they are separated by a 137-nt long segment. Despite this distal modular arrangement, the two domains were found to be united spatially in
the sat RNA through the formation of an RNA–RNA bridge. This co-localization facilitated an important inter-domain interaction and was
essential for efficient helper-mediated sat RNA accumulation in protoplasts. These results indicate that the tombusvirus sat RNA and helper
genome contain structurally and functionally equivalent RNA domains. It is proposed that the limited sequence identity observed between
these corresponding higher-order RNA structures is related to a strategy that reduces the induction of gene silencing, which presumably
would be detrimental to both viral and sat RNA replicons.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Satellite (sat) RNAs are a class of parasitic molecule that
are replicated only in the presence of a helper RNA virus
that provides necessary proteins (Mayo et al., 1999;
Scholthof et al., 1999). This type of relationship is similar
to that of a defective interfering (DI) RNA and its helper
virus (White and Morris, 1999), however, satellites are
distinct from DI RNAs in that they share little or no
sequence identity with the genomes of their helpers—
though exceptions do exist (Simon, 1999). Excluding
hepatitis delta virus, which is associated with the animal0042-6822/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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E-mail address: kawhite@yorku.ca (K.A. White).virus Hepatitis B virus (Rizzetto, 1990), all sat RNAs
identified to date have been found in association with plant
viruses. Some of these sat RNAs encode nonstructural
proteins that are important for their replication (Mayo et al.,
1999), however, many are non-coding (Scholthof et al.,
1999; Simon, 1999). Sat RNAs of the latter type have been
found associated with members of the genus Tombusvirus
(Celix et al., 1997; Russo et al., 1994).
Tombusviruses are small plant viruses that possess (+)-
strand RNA genomes (Hearne et al., 1990). Tomato bushy
stunt virus (TBSV) is the prototypical Tombusvirus and–like
all members of this genus–encodes five functional proteins
(Fig. 1A) (White and Nagy, 2004). P33 and its read-through
product p92 (the RNA-dependant RNA polymerase; RdRp)
are the only viral proteins required for viral (Kollar and
Burgyan, 1994; Oster et al., 1998) and sat RNA replication05) 640–649
Fig. 1. (A) A linear representation of the TBSV RNA genome. Open reading frames are shown as shaded boxes with the molecular weights of the encoded
proteins (in thousands) indicated within. (B) An expanded linear version of the viral 169 nt long 5V UTR showing the relative positions of the previously
characterized TSD and DSD (Ray et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2001). (C) A linear representation of the CymRSV sat RNA. Light boxes correspond to regions that
fold into a TSD-like structure (left) or show limited sequence identity to the genome (right, ~50 nt).
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protein, p22 movement protein (Scholthof et al., 1995), and
p19 suppressor of gene silencing (Lakatos et al., 2004;
Silhavy et al., 2002)–are translated from two subgenomic
(sg) mRNAs that are expressed during infections (White,
2002) (Fig. 1A). All of these proteins are translated via 5V
cap- and 3V poly(A)-tail-independent mechanism that
utilizes a 3V-proximal translational enhancer (Fabian and
White, 2004; Wu and White, 1999).
Three satellite RNAs have been identified in tombusvirus
infections: sat RNA B1 (822 nt) and B10 (613 nt) with
TBSV (Celix et al., 1997) and a 619 nt long sat RNA with
Cymbidium ringspot virus (CymRSV) (Rubino et al., 1990).
These sat RNAs were not found to possess any messenger
activity and, with the exception of a ~50 nt long internal
sequence, showed essentially no sequence identity to the
genomes of their respective helper viruses (Fig. 1C) (Celix
et al., 1997; Rubino et al., 1990). The two TBSV sat RNAs
have not been characterized in detail, however, deletion
analysis of different internal segments in the CymRSV sat
RNA demonstrated that the majority of its sequence is
important for efficient accumulation in vivo (Dalmay and
Rubino, 1995).
Typical sat RNAs, like those associated with tombusvi-
ruses, have sequences that are distinct from those of their
helper genomes. However, such differences at the primary
sequence level do not preclude the potential for similar
secondary or tertiary structures. Indeed, this possibility is
supported by previous analyses of tombusvirus sat RNAs
and their helpers which suggested the conservation of
certain 5V- and 3V-terminal RNA secondary and tertiary
structures, despite limited sequence identity (Fabian et al.,
2003; Wu et al., 2001). A functional T-shaped domain
(TSD) is present at the 5V end of the TBSV genome (Fig.
1B) and different versions of this same structure are also
predicted at the 5V termini of all tombusvirus sat RNAs,
including CymRSV sat RNA (Fig. 1C) (Wu et al., 2001). Inthe genome, the 5V-proximal TSD interacts with an adjacent
RNA element, called the downstream domain (DSD) (Fig.
1B) (Ray et al., 2003), however, no DSD-like structures
were predicted to be present directly adjacent to any of the
identified TSDs in the sat RNAs (Fig. 1C). For 3V-proximal
structures, a facsimile of a complex 3V-terminal structure
found in all tombusvirus genomes likely also forms in
TBSV sat B10, again despite significant sequence differ-
ences (Fabian et al., 2003; Pogany et al., 2003). These
examples support the concept that, with respect to sat RNAs
and their cognate helper genomes, higher-order structures
can be conserved despite significantly divergent primary
sequences.
In this study, we performed structure/function analysis of
5V-proximal sequences of the CymRSV sat RNA. We show
that this sat RNA possesses both a TSD and a DSD and that
these domains have similar structures and functions as their
viral counterparts. Interestingly, the analysis revealed a
novel modular arrangement for these elements in the sat
RNA that supports their activities as distinct, but coupled,
RNA modules.Results and discussion
Conserved RNA domains in the CymRSV sat RNA
Previous analysis of CymRSV sat RNA revealed that the
sequence at its 5V-proximal end could potentially fold into a
structure that was similar to the functional TSD present at
the 5V terminus of the TBSV genome (Figs. 2A, B) (Ray et
al., 2004; Wu et al., 2001). However, the sat RNA TSD
(sTSD) differed somewhat from the viral TSD (vTSD) in
that it lacked stem-loop 3 (SL3) (Figs. 2A, B). In the
genome, SL3 mediates translation of viral proteins through a
long-distance RNA–RNA interaction with the 3V-proximal
translational enhancer sequence (Fabian and White, 2004).
Fig. 3. Comparative sequence analysis of conserved RNA domains in tombusvirus sat RNAs. (A) TSD and (B) DSD sequences in sat RNAs. Secondary
structures within the RNA sequences are labeled and correspond to those defined in Fig. 2. In (A), the UU mismatch in S1 is underlined. In (B), three highly
conserved sequences in the DSD (is5/6, B1 and B2) are shown in white lettering with black highlighting. In both (A) and (B), mono- and covariations of
residues that maintain base pairing of stem regions (S3, S4, S6, and S7) are shown in white lettering. Potential pseudoknots between the respective TSDs and
DSDs in the sat RNAs are underlined. For TBSV sat-B10, an additional pseudoknot is possible and is indicated by the asterisks.
Fig. 2. (A) Detailed secondary structure of TBSV 5VUTR. Shown are the vTSD and vDSD separated by S5 (Ray et al., 2003, 2004; Wu et al., 2001). An
interaction between vTSD and vDSD, PK-TD1, is depicted with shading and joined by a dotted line. Stems (S), loops (L), linear sequences (s) and intervening
sequences (is) are labeled. (B) Predicted secondary structure of the two corresponding domains, sTSD and sDSD, in the CymRSV sat RNA. The domains are
separated by 137 nt intervening sequence. The nucleotides shaded in L4 and s8 could interact via base pairing in a manner similar to PK-TD1 in (A).
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in the sat RNA is likely related to its reported non-coding
nature (Rubino et al., 1990). Other more minor differences
between the vTSD and predicted sTSD include, smaller
SLs 2 and 4 and an S1 containing a tandem UU mismatch
(Figs. 2A, B).
In the genome, the vTSD interacts functionally with a
viral DSD (vDSD) via a pseudoknot, PK-TD1 (Fig. 2A)
(Ray et al., 2003). Based on this information, and the
presence of a potential sTSD in CymRSV sat RNA, we
reasoned that this molecule should also contain a DSD
(sDSD). In the genome, the vDSD is located just down-
stream from the vTSD, and the two domains are separated
by a hairpin, SL5 (Fig. 2A). Inspection of the correspondingFig. 4. (A) Accumulation of the CymRSV sat RNA in protoplasts. The transcripts
length infectious in vitro-generated RNA transcript of the TBSV genome. In the up
post-inoculation, separated in a 4.5% acrylamide-8M Urea gel and stained with et
right. In the lower panel, the nucleic acids in the gel above were transferred to nyl
CymRSV sat RNA. (B), (C) A summary of mutational analyses carried out on sT
with T100 helper genome into cucumber protoplasts and their accumulation lev
regions are boxed on the structures and the changes made are indicated in bold al
three separate sets of infections and represent mutant sat RNA accumulation levesat RNA sequence adjacent to the sTSD did not, however,
uncover any potential DSD-like structure. Instead, addi-
tional sequence analysis revealed a putative sDSD some 137
nt downstream from the sTSD (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, this
sequence corresponded to the previously reported ~50 nt
long sequence that displayed limited identity with 5V UTR of
tombusvirus genomes (Rubino et al., 1990). This sequence
was predicted by mfold analysis to adopt a structure that
closely mimics the vDSD, making it an excellent candidate
sDSD (Figs. 2A, B). Similarities in the two structures
included corresponding stems of identical length (S6 and
S7), identical single nucleotide bulges (B1), near identical
larger bulges (B2), and super-stable terminal tetra-loops
(L7) (Figs. 2A, B). The missing uridylate in B2 of the satused in inoculations are indicated above the lanes. T100 represents the full-
per panel, total nucleic acids were extracted from cucumber protoplasts 24 h
hidium bromide. The position of the sat RNA in the gel is indicated to the
on membrane and hybridized with an oligonucleotide complementary to the
SD and sDSD in the CymRSV sat RNA. Mutant sat RNAs were coinfected
els were quantified by Northern blotting 24 h post-infection. The mutated
ong with the names of the mutants. The values provided were derived from
ls with standard errors relative to wild-type CymRSV sat RNA levels.
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TBSV helper sequence, because the B2 sequence in the
CymRSV genome also has an extra uridylate at the same
position (Ray et al., 2003).
When the sequences of the other two tombusvirus sate-
llites (B1 andB10) were examined, versions of both the sTSD
and sDSD were identified (Fig. 3). The presence of mono-
and covariations that maintained the predicted base-paired
elements within these domains supported their proposed
structures and implied functional relevance (Fig. 3). Addi-
tionally, a potential pseudoknot in CymRSV sat RNA, that
resembles PK-TD1 in TBSV (Figs. 2A, B), is also present in
both TBSV sat RNAs (Fig. 3). This analysis suggests that
all tombusvirus sat RNAs possess structural counterparts of
the two major RNA domains (and the inter-domain
interaction) present in the 5V UTR of tombusvirus genomes.
The proposed sTSD and sDSD are functional
To determine if the putative RNA domains identified
were functional, various mutants of CymRSV sat RNAwere
generated and tested for their accumulation levels in
protoplast infections. TBSV was used as the helper in these
coinfections as it replicates the CymRSV sat RNA
efficiently in cucumber protoplasts (Fig. 4A). Also, TBSV
was the helper used in previous experiments analyzing
vTSD and vDSD structure/function in defective interfering
(DI) RNAs (Ray et al., 2003, 2004; Wu et al., 2001).Fig. 5. (A) A schematic representation of CymRSV sat RNA showing the relative
are the approximate positions of two complimentary intervening segments (joined
structures of S5 in the 5V UTR of the TBSV genome and corresponding S5s in CIn a TBSV DI RNA, formation of the vTSD, vDSD, and
the inter-domain PK-TD1 are all important for DI RNA
replication (Ray et al., 2003, 2004; Wu et al., 2001). To test
whether the corresponding structures in the sat RNA were
also critical to sat RNA accumulation, mutations designed to
disrupt and then restore helical elements were tested.
Cucumber protoplasts were inoculated with TBSV helper
genome and sat RNA mutants and accumulation levels of
the latter were determined 24 h post-inoculation (Figs. 4B,
C). Mutations in the sTSD that disrupted its predicted stems
reduced sat RNA accumulation substantially (HC1, 2;
HC6, 7; and HC9, 10), while compensatory mutations
that restored their base pairing (HC3; HC8; and HC11,
respectively) led to near wt levels of accumulation (Fig. 4B).
The importance of the three stems that form the 3-helix
junction in the sTSD is consistent with previous results
reported for the vTSD (Ray et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2001).
Although the S1s in sTSD and vTSD are both 10 bp long
(Figs. 2A, B), this stem in the sat RNA contains a tandem
UU mismatch—that is not present in the helper or either of
the other two sat RNAs (Fig. 3). The relevance of this
difference was investigated by converting the tandem UU
mismatch to either tandem UA (HC4) or UG (HC5) base
pairs. Surprisingly, neither of these changes resulted in an
appreciable difference in sat RNA accumulation (Fig. 4B).
The mismatches are therefore not essential for efficient sat
RNA replication and instead may be important for some
other aspect of sat RNA fitness in nature.locations of sTSD, sDSD and the 137 nt intervening sequence. Also shown
by a dotted line) that could base pair to form S5. (B) Predicted secondary
ymRSV and the two TBSV sat RNAs.
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vDSD (Ray et al., 2003), maintenance of S6 and S7 was
important for robust sat RNA accumulation (HC52, 53,
54 and HC57, 58, 59, respectively) (Fig. 4C). The
importance of the potential pseudoknot, termed PK-sTD1,
between sTSD and sDSD, was also confirmed with mutants
HC29, 30 and 15 (Figs. 4B, C). Collectively, these
analyses establish the sTSD and sDSD as important func-
tional elements that are necessary for efficient sat RNA
accumulation in vivo.
An RNA-RNA bridge facilitates sTSD-sDSD communication
An intriguing difference between the viral and sat RNA
domains is their relative positions. These domains are quite
close to each other in the genome and are separated by only
a small hairpin (Fig. 5B). In contrast, in the sat RNA, the
sTSD and sDSD are separated by a 137-nt-long intervening
sequence (Fig. 5A). However, analysis of this interveningFig. 6. (A) Deletion analysis of S5 in CymRSV sat RNA. Deleted sequence is indi
RNA. Substituted nucleotides are indicated in bold. The analysis of mutant sat
described in the legend to Fig. 4.sequence revealed the potential for base pairing between a
sequence located just 3V to the sTSD and one immediately 5V
to the sDSD (Figs. 5A, B). The interaction of these
complementary sequences would co-localize the sTSD and
sDSD and form a helical structure, S5, similar to the
genomic SL5 (Fig. 5B). Similar long-range interactions that
could unite the two equivalent domains in sat RNAs B1 and
B10 were also identified (Fig. 5B). The potential for this
type of interaction in all three sat RNAs suggested a likely
role in mediating communication between the sTSD and
sDSD. Indeed, this would be an essential requirement to
allow formation of the functionally-important PK-sTD1
(Figs. 4B, C).
As an initial test of S5 function, the 5V, 3V, or both halves
of the stem were deleted from the sat RNA in HC36, 37,
and 38, respectively (Fig. 6A). In all three cases, the
deletions led to substantial reductions in sat RNA accumu-
lation (Fig. 6A). More detailed analysis of the interaction
with compensatory mutations (HC16, 17, 18) demon-cated by dots. (B) Compensatory mutational analysis of S5 in CymRSV sat
RNAs and quantification of their accumulation levels were carried out as
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pairing between the two distal segments (Fig. 6B). These
results indicate that the RNA–RNA bridge formed by S5 is
essential for proper functioning of the sat RNA.
A dual role for S5
Formation of S5 was clearly important for sat RNA
accumulation and its likely function is to mediate formation
of PK-sTD1 (Figs. 4B, C). To test whether a localized S5–
similar to that present in the genome–could also suffice in
this role, the 109 nt segment between the bridge sequences
was deleted (Fig. 7A). This mutant, HC45, accumulated to
approximately one-quarter the level of wt sat RNA, as did
another mutant, dBG, containing a shorter version of the
hairpin (Fig. 7A). The reduced activity of these mutants
suggests that co-localization of the two domains is not
sufficient for optimal function. Furthermore, deleting
(HC46) or replacing the stem (and intervening sequence)Fig. 7. (A) Deletion analysis of 137 nt intervening sequence in CymRSV sat RNA
RNA. The analysis of mutant sat RNAs and quantification of their accumulationwith a 3-nt spacer (HC47) essentially abolished sat RNA
accumulation, suggesting that the stem itself does more than
just co-localize sTSD and sDSD.
One possibility for this second function is to facilitate the
activity of one or both of the RNA domains with which it
associates closely. Indeed, in the genome, the base of SL5
has been proposed to coaxially stack on S1 in the vTSD
(Ray et al., 2003, 2004), and a similar type of function can
also be imagined in the sat RNA. Accordingly, the role of
S5 was further assessed by changing its position relative to
the two domains. This was done by placing S5, in the form
of a localized hairpin structure, adjacent to either sTSD
(HC42), sDSD (HC43), or both (HC44) (Fig. 7B). In these
mutants, S5 would be able to service sTSD, sDSD or both,
but would not co-localize the two domains. In all cases, sat
RNA accumulation was reduced markedly (Fig. 7B),
indicating that the local activity of S5 is not sufficient to
mediate efficient sat RNA accumulation on its own.
Consequently, it appears that both the local and long-. (B) Effect of S5 position relative to the sTSD and sDSD in CymRSV sat
levels were carried out as described in the legend to Fig. 4.
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concurrently for optimal sat RNA accumulation.
Role of the sTSD-sDSD intervening sequence
The presence of a long intervening segment in the sat
RNAs suggested that flexibility in spacing between the two
domains may be required. That is, the domains may need to
be co-localized at certain times and separate at others. This
concept was addressed in HC45 and dBG where the extra
intervening segment was deleted (Fig. 7A). In both cases,
the mutants accumulated to approximately one quarter the
level of wt sat RNA. This indicates that the 109 nt
intervening sequence is important for maximal accumula-
tion and could function by (i) allowing the conformational
flexibility mentioned above, (ii) contributing to an optimal
overall size of the sat RNA, and/or (iii) providing function-
ally important RNA elements.
Comparative sequence analysis (not shown) of the 109 nt
segment in CymRSV sat RNA, the 206 nt segment in TBSV
B1 and 165 segment in B10 sat RNAs (Fig. 5B) revealed theFig. 8. Mutational analysis of conserved RNA sequences in CymRSV sat RNA. (A
structure of the intervening sequence are indicated. These sequences are also cons
(not shown). The nucleotides in the three different conserved segments (I throug
segments and the relative accumulation levels of the corresponding mutants. The a
were carried out as described in the legend to Fig. 4.presence of three short conserved sequences in predicted
loop regions (Fig. 8A). These conserved elements repre-
sented good possibilities as functional RNA elements and
their potential roles with respect to sat RNA accumulation
were tested in the CymRSV sat RNA. In two of the three
cases, notable decreases in sat RNA accumulation were
observed (Fig. 8B). This suggests that important cis-acting
signals do reside in the 109 intervening segment and that
this sequence serves more than a simple spacer function
related to overall size and/or conformational flexibility.
Conclusion
Our results have provided evidence that a tombusvirus
sat RNA contains RNA domains that are structurally and
functionally equivalent to those present in the 5V UTR of its
helper virus. The sat RNA domains may have originated
from a sat RNA-viral genome recombination event followed
by sequence drift and segment rearrangements. Such events
would explain the varied and more complex domain
arrangements in tombusvirus sat RNAs. Additionally, it is) The positions of the conserved sequences in the predicted RNA secondary
erved in predicted loops within the intervening segments of sat B10 and B1
h III) are circled. (B) Substitutions introduced into the different conserved
nalysis of mutant sat RNAs and quantification of their accumulation levels
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structures in sat RNAs is intentional. It is known that the
presence of tombusvirus DI RNAs in viral infections leads
to strong triggering of gene silencing that preferentially
degrades genomic sequences (Szittya et al., 2002). Sim-
ilarly, studies of sat RNAs in other viral systems have
determined them to be effective triggers of gene silencing
(Wang et al., 2001, 2004). It is therefore possible that–so as
to avoid increased damage to their helper (and themselves)
by silencing–tombusvirus sat RNAs deliberately minimize
the level of identity with their helper genome. However, as
evident from this study, these sat RNAs also need to
maintain certain fundamental higher-order RNA elements
required for utilization of helper virus and/or host machi-
nery. Camouflaging the necessary secondary and tertiary
RNA elements in the sat RNA at the primary sequence level
would allow for maintenance of the necessary structural
features while reducing the induction of gene silencing—
thereby promoting a more productive coexistence with their
helper virus.Material and methods
Construction of mutants
An infectious clone of the wt CymRSV sat RNA,
Sat181, was kindly provided by Dr. T. Jack Morris. Various
mutant forms of the sat RNAwere generated using standard
PCR-mediated mutagenesis using synthetic primers con-
taining the desired nucleotide change. PCR fragments
generated were cloned into naturally-occurring restriction
enzyme sites in the sat clone or involved blunt end
ligations. In all cases, only the mutations indicated in the
respective figures were present in the different mutants. All
regions of the mutants derived from PCR were sequenced
completely to ensure that only the desired modifications
were present.
In vitro transcription
In vitro transcription was carried out on SmaI-linearized
constructs using Ampliscribe T7 RNA polymerase tran-
scription kit (Epicentre Technologies) as described previ-
ously (White and Morris, 1994). The concentration and
integrity of the RNA transcripts were checked by spectro-
photometry and agarose gel analysis, respectively.
Protoplast preparation and inoculation
Cucumber cotyledon protoplasts were prepared from 6-
to 7-day-old plants, as described previously (White and
Morris, 1994). Approximately 3  105 protoplasts were
used for each infection. They were inoculated, using
polyethylene glycol-CaCl2, with uncapped in vitro RNA
transcripts (5 Ag for T100 genome and 2Ag for satelliteRNA). Infections were incubated at ~22 8C under constant
fluorescent light for ~24 h.
Isolation of total nucleic acids from the protoplasts and
Northern blot analysis
Following incubation, total nucleic acids were isolated
from protoplasts, as described previously, and analyzed in
4.5% acrylamide-8 M urea gels (White and Morris, 1994).
Gels were stained with ethidium bromide and analyzed for
equal loading. Then, nucleic acids were transferred to
Hybond N nylonmembranes and hybridized with 32P-labeled
oligonucleotides complementary to the sat RNA. The radio-
activity was quantified using an InstantImager (Packard
Instrument Co.) and values were presented with standard
error from three independent experiments.
Mfold secondary structures
A software program Mfold (version 3.1) was used to
predict RNA secondary structures of sat RNAs (Mathews et
al., 1999; Zuker et al., 1999).Acknowledgments
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